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Penguin
Kara Gillian is in seriously
deep trouble. She’s used to
summoning supernatural
creatures from the demon
realm to our world, but now
she’s the one who’s been
summoned. Kara is the
prisoner of the demonic lord
Mzatal, but quickly discovers
that she’s far more than a
mere hostage. But waiting for
rescue has never been her
style, and Kara has no
intention of being a pawn in
someone else’s game. Yet
intrigue and treachery are
running rampant, and Kara is
hard pressed to keep her wits

about her. Her abilities as a
homicide detective are put to
the test as she seeks the
truth about FBI Agent Ryan
Kristoff; Rhyzkahl, the demon
lord she is sworn to; and her
own history in the demon
realm. She's going to need all
the strength and tenacity
she's developed as a cop and a
summoner, or the hell she
endures may well last forever.
Touch of the Demon is the
exciting fifth installment of
the Kara Gillian series.
The Testament of Solomon Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt
BETWEEN HEAVEN AND HELL, MAN AND
DEMON, SHE’S ABOUT TO FACE THE ONE
THING SHE MAY NOT BE ABLE TO
SURVIVE. Welcome to the world of Kara
Gillian, a cop with a gift. Not only does she
have the power of “othersight” to see what
most people can’t even imagine, but she’s
become the exclusive summoner of a demon
lord. Or maybe it’s the other way around. The
fact is, with two troublesome cases on her
docket and a handsome FBI agent under her
skin, Kara needs the help of sexy, insatiable
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Lord Rhyzkahl more than he needs her.
Because these two victims, linked by
suspicious coincidence, haven’t just been
murdered. Something has eaten their souls.
It’s a case with roots in the arcane, but whose
evil has flowered among the rich, powerful, and
corrupt in Beaulac, Louisiana. And as the
killings continue, Kara soon realizes how much
there’s still to learn about demons, men, and
things that kill in the night—and how little time
she has to learn it.
Touch of the Demon Orbit
After fleeing the authorities in the
Imperial city of Altdorf, Felix Jaeger
swears a drunken oath to dour dwarf
Gotrek Gurnisson to record his death
saga. In the cold light of day, Felix's
worst fears are confirmed as he learns
that Gotrek is a Trollslayer - a dwarf
doomed to seek out a heroic death in
battle to atone for an unknown
personal disgrace. Their travels throw
them into a string of extraordinary
adventures as Felix tries to survive
his companion's destiny.
Secrets of the Demon Penguin
THE FIRST NOVEL IN THE NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLING CASSANDRA PALMER
SERIES! Cassandra Palmer can see the future and
communicate with spirits—talents that make her
attractive to the dead and the undead. The ghosts of
the dead aren’t usually dangerous; they just like to
talk…a lot. The undead are another matter. Like any
sensible girl, Cassie tries to avoid vampires. But
when the bloodsucking mafioso she escaped three
years ago finds Cassie again with vengeance on his
mind, she’s forced to turn to the vampire Senate
for protection. The undead senators won’t help her
for nothing, and Cassie finds herself working with
one of their most powerful members, a dangerously
seductive master vampire—and the price he
demands may be more than Cassie is willing to
pay....
Glitter & Mayhem Spectra
The classic manifesto of the liberated woman, this
book explores every facet of a woman's life.
From the World in a Box to Images on a Screen Apex
Publications

“Speedy, exhilarating, and smooth. Nobody does it
better.” —Washington Post “The man knows how
to grab you—and Pronto is one of the best grabbers in
years.” —Entertainment Weekly Fans of U.S.
Marshal Raylan Givens of the hit TV series Justified
are in for a major treat. The unstoppable manhunter
with the very itchy trigger finger stars in Pronto, a
crime fiction gem from the one and only Elmore
Leonard, “the greatest crime writer of our time,
perhaps ever” (New York Times Book Review). The
Grand Master justifies the overwhelming acclaim he
has received over the course of his remarkable career
with an electrifying thriller that sends the indomitable
Raylan racing to Italy on the trail of a fugitive bookie
who’s hiding from the vengeful Miami mob. The
legendary Leonard, whom the Seattle Times lauds as
the “King Daddy of crime writers,” proves that all
comparisons to American noir icons John D.
MacDonald, Dashiell Hammett, and James M. Cain
are well deserved with this tale of very dirty doings and
extremely dangerous men coming together in the
birthplace of Puccini, Garibaldi, and La Cosa Nostra.
Book of Vile Darkness Mongoliad Trilogy
Five years after a series of accidents that left five
cheerleaders dead, including her sister, Monica's
world begins to unravel after learning that the events
of the past are not over.
The Fallen Queen Penguin
Horror meets humorous urban fantasy in
third book of the White Trash Zombie series
� Winner of the 2012 Best Urban Fantasy
Protagonist by the RT Awards Our favorite
white trash zombie, Angel Crawford, has
enough problems of her own, what with
dealing with her alcoholic, deadbeat dad,
issues with her not-quite boyfriend, the
zombie mafia, industrial espionage and evil
corporations. Oh, and it’s raining, and
won’t let up. But things get even crazier
when a zombie movie starts filming in town,
and Angel begins to suspect that it’s not just
the plot of the movie that's rotten. Soon she's
fighting her way through mud, blood, bullets
and intrigue, even as zombies, both real and
fake, prowl the streets. Angel’s been through
more than her share of crap, but this time
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she’s in way over her head. She’ll need
plenty of brainpower to fit all the pieces—and
body parts—together in order to save herself,
her town, and quite possibly the human race.
At least for now.
Failure Frame: I Became the Strongest and
Annihilated Everything With Low-Level Spells
(Light Novel) Vol. 1 Seven Seas
With the fate of his world at stake, John Taylor, a
detective gifted with the ability to find lost things,
must prevent his not-quite-human mother from
destroying the Nightside.
Deadworld Getty Publications
Horror meets humorous urban fantasy in first
book of the White Trash Zombie series �
Winner of the 2012 Best Urban Fantasy
Protagonist by the RT Awards Angel Crawford is
a Loser. Living with her alcoholic deadbeat dad in
the swamps of southern Louisiana, she's a high
school dropout with a pill habit and a criminal
record who's been fired from more crap jobs than
she can count. Now on probation for a felony, it
seems that Angel will never pull herself out of the
downward spiral her life has taken. That is, until
the day she wakes up in the ER after overdosing
on painkillers. Angel remembers being in a
horrible car crash, but she doesn't have a mark on
her. To add to the weirdness, she receives an
anonymous letter telling her there's a job waiting
for her at the county morgue—and that it's an
offer she doesn't dare refuse. Before she knows it
she's dealing wth a huge crush on a certain hunky
deputy and a brand new addiction: an
overpowering craving for brains. Plus, her
morgue is filling up with the victims of a serial
killer who decapitates his prey—just when she's
hungriest! Angel's going to have to grow up fast if
she wants to keep this job and stay in one piece.
Because if she doesn't, she's dead meat. Literally.
Red-Headed Stepchild Penguin
READERS FAVORITE AWARDS WINNER 2011
Sixteen-year-old Kara Nightingale’s ordinary life is
suddenly turned upside down when she dies and
wakes up in a strange new world with a new
career—as a rookie for the Guardian Angel Legion.

Kara is pulled into the supernatural, where monkeys
drive the elevators, oracles scurry above giant crystal
balls, and where demons feed on the souls of mortals.
With the help of her Petty Officer David, Kara hurtles
towards an adventure that will change her life...
Mark of the Demon Bantam
Welcome to Glitter & Mayhem, the most glamorous
party in the multiverse. Step behind the velvet rope of
these fabulous Science Fiction, Fantasy, and Horror
tales of roller rinks, nightclubs, glam aliens, party
monsters, drugs, sex, glitter, and debauchery. Dance
through nightclubs, roller derby with cryptids and
aliens, be seduced by otherworldly creatures, and
ingest cocktails that will alter your existence forever.
Your hosts are the Hugo Award-winning editors
John Klima (Electric Velocipede) and Lynne M.
Thomas (Apex Magazine), and the Hugo-nominated
editor Michael Damian Thomas (Apex Magazine).
Join glittery authors Christopher Barzak (One for
Sorrow) and Daryl Gregory (Pandemonium) on the
dance floor, drink cocktails with Maria Dahvana
Headley (Queen of Kings: A Novel of Cleopatra, the
Vampire) and Tim Pratt (Marla Mason series), and
skate with Seanan McGuire (InCryptid series), Diana
Rowland (Kara Gillian series), and Maurice Broaddus
(The Knights of Breton Court series). The fantastic
Amber Benson gets the party started with her floor-
rattling introduction (Calliope Reaper-Jones series).
We’re waiting. Table of Contents Introduction by
Amber Benson Sister Twelve: Confessions of a Party
Monster by Christopher Barzak Apex Jump by David
J. Schwartz With Her Hundred Miles to Hell by Kat
Howard Star Dancer by Jennifer Pelland Of Selkies,
Disco Balls, and Anna Plane by Cat Rambo Sooner
Than Gold by Cory Skerry Subterraneans by William
Shunn & Laura Chavoen The Minotaur Girls by
Tansy Rayner Roberts Unable to Reach You by Alan
DeNiro Such & Such Said to So & So by Maria
Dahvana Headley Revels in the Land of Ice by Tim
Pratt Bess, the Landlord’s Daughter, Goes for
Drinks with the Green Girl by Sofia Samatar Blood
and Sequins by Diana Rowland Two-Minute
Warning by Vylar Kaftan Inside Hides the Monster
by Damien Angelica Walters (formerly known as
Damien Walters Grintalis) Bad Dream Girl by Seanan
McGuire A Hollow Play by Amal El-Mohtar Just
Another Future Song by Daryl Gregory The Electric
Spanking of the War Babies by Maurice Broaddus &
Kyle S. Johnson All That Fairy Tale Crap by Rachel
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Swirsky
The Mark of the Dragonfly Penguin
The demon invasion of Earth has begun, and as the
world’s top arcane expert, demon summoner Kara
Gillian is leading the battle against them. Unnatural
catastrophes, odd plagues, and martial law of the
norm, and Kara is hard-pressed to keep up with the
mounting threats. Add in the arrival of demonic lords
with conflicting goals, and she has the perfect recipe
for global disaster. Yet when a centuries-old scheme
puts the future of humanity on the line, Kara must
scramble to stop the machinations, though treachery,
hidden dangers, and ancient enemies block her at
every turn. Soon she uncovers the disturbing legacy
of the demon realm and the hideous betrayal at its
core. However, before Kara can unmask the one
behind the assault on Earth, she’ll need to perform
the most dangerous summoning ever
attempted―and if her enemy has its way, it may just
be her last. But no matter how much of her own
blood she has to spill, it’ll be a cold day in hell
before she surrenders.
Demon Novels, Book Six Mark of the Demon
Three brothers and their relations in 19th century
Russia provide the base for a sweeping epic overview
of human striving, folly and hope. First published in
1880, The Brothers Karamazov is a landmark work in
every respect. Revolving around shiftless father
Fyodor Pavlovich Karamazov are the fates of his three
sons, each of whom has fortunes entwined with the
others. The eldest son, Dimitri, seeks an inheritance
from his father and becomes his rival in love. Ivan, the
second son, is so at odds with the world that he is
driven near to madness, while the youngest, Alexi, is a
man of faith and a natural optimist. These
personalities are drawn out and tested in a crucible of
conflict and emotion as the author forces upon them
fundamental questions of morality, faith, reason and
responsibility. This charged situation is pushed to its
limit by the addition of the unthinkable, murder and
possible patricide. Using shifting viewpoints and
delving into the minds of his characters, Dostoevsky
adopted fresh techniques to tell his wide-reaching
story with power and startling effectiveness. The
Brothers Karamazov remains one of the most
respected and celebrated novels in all literature and
continues to reward readers beyond expectation.
With an eye-catching new cover, and professionally
typeset manuscript, this edition of The Brothers

Karamazov is both modern and readable.
Demon Novels, Book Three April Brookshire
Epic struggles as a young woman comes of
age in the Forgotten Realms� world...
Nendawen the Hunter has accepted
Hweilan’s sacrifice and claimed her as one
of his. Now she must learn to truly become a
hunter so that she may take on the powers of
Nendawen and avenge her family. But while
Nendawen’s faithful forge the young
woman into a brutal killer, the undead forces
of Jagen Ghen have found a way into
Nendawen’s sanctuary in the Feywild.
Following in the footsteps of such
masterworks of setting as The Wheel of Time
and Shannara, the Chosen of Nendawen
series is a deftly detailed fantasy that sucks
readers in and leaves them eager for more.
Le Deuxième Sexe Penguin
Demon summoner Kara Gillian bears the scars of
Rhyzkahl’s treachery, but she refuses to let
them slow her down. She and the demonic lord
Mzatal have not rested in their efforts to recover
Idris—Mzatal’s summoner protégé who was
kidnapped by enemy lords—but now their
search has brought them back to Earth. With the
help of FBI agents Ryan Kristoff and Zack
Garner, they begin to track down summoners
who are working with Rhyzkahl. However, Kara
knows Ryan’s true identity, and questions of
loyalty threaten to tear apart this group of allies.
When Kara intervenes to help a brilliant young
computer expert and his bodyguard after an
accidental shooting, she quickly learns that
Rhyzkahl’s machinations run deeper than she
could have ever imagined. The search for Idris
takes on a desperate edge as their enemies
increase in number, and Kara realizes that an old
homicide case may hold the key to their
success—or their doom. With the very fabric of
the universe at stake, Kara must rely on her skills,
wit, and luck to save her friends and her world,
yet ancient vows will have to be broken if she is to
have any hope. But the price of breaking those
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vows may be her own blood. Fury of the Demon is
the exciting sixth installment of the Kara Gillian
series.
An Unexpected Alphabet Bantam
Horror meets humorous urban fantasy in
second book of the White Trash Zombie
series � Winner of the 2012 Best Urban
Fantasy Protagonist by the RT Awards Angel
Crawford is finally starting to get used to life
as a brain-eating zombie, but her problems
are far from over. Her felony record is coming
back to haunt her, more zombie hunters are
popping up, and she’s beginning to wonder
if her hunky cop-boyfriend is involved with
the zombie mafia. Yeah, that’s right—the
zombie mafia. Throw in a secret lab and a lot
of conspiracy, and Angel’s going to need all
of her brainpower—and maybe a brain
smoothie as well—in order to get through it
without falling apart.
Dune (Movie Tie-In) Skyscape
Follows the adventures of Paul Atreides, the son of a
betrayed duke given up for dead on a treacherous
desert planet and adopted by its fierce, nomadic
people, who help him unravel his most unexpected
destiny.
White Trash Zombie Unchained Kensington
Books
On the edge of the Louisiana bayou, Officer Kara
Gillian finds evidence that the Symbol Man--a
serial killer with the ability to inhabit multiple
bodies--is back. Her determination to crack the
case is tempered only by her special
understanding as a demon summoner. Is she the
lead investigator, or the reason the killer is
stalking her parish? Original.
Young Love Murder Ember
Astraea, Zephyr, Pegasus, and Tryn turn to an
old enemy to save them from a desperate
situation in this third book in a new series from
bestselling Pegasus author Kate O’Hearn, who
masterfully blends mystery and mythology
together. Jake, Nesso, and Emily have been
captured by the Mimics. Their friends are

determined to rescue them before it’s too late,
though that’s easier said than done. Driven from
their home and facing a constant stream of new
attacks, Astraea, Zephyr, Pegasus, and Tryn are
struggling just to survive another day against
Mimics who can kill with a touch and take the
shape of any friend or family member. While
Jupiter is focused on returning to Titus, Astraea
knows their only shot is to take the fight to the
Mimic home world and stop the Mimic queen
herself. To do that, they’ll need to even the odds
of seven friends versus an entire planet. So they
come up with a plan to capture the one thing
more terrifying than their enemy—the giant snake
Lergo. Seeking out the serpent that almost killed
them seems like a terrible idea. But it will take
more than one unlikely ally to save their
friends—not to mention the universe—and defeat
the Mimics for good.
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